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ABSTRACT  

Scientists need to communicate with the public, and especially regulators and consumer groups, in order 

to present the facts and likely developments accurately and understandably, since they are best placed to 

explain the  science involved. Otherwise, the worth of their work  could be disparaged and acceptable 

progress inhibited by unreasonable regulations and views. This study provides a brief overview of various 

ethical issues in plant biotechnology; include intrinsic concerns such as religious objections, and public 

perception. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In determining the ethics of biotechnology, one must consider: the distribution of winners and losers, who 

owns and controls the technology; food safety and the consumer acceptance; and the impact on the 

environment. Ultimately, individuals and the state must debate and balance these considerations to find an 

ethical position (Gaskell et al., 2010). 

Ethical theories are divided into meta-ethics, normative ethics, and applied ethics. Metaethics explores the 

foundations of morality; normative or prescriptive ethics lists ethical behavior; and applied ethics deals 

with specific issues that call for debate and discussion, using the concepts and principles contained in 

metaethics and normative ethics. Applied ethics include diverse issues such as animal rights, 

environmental ethics, euthanasia, cloning, xenotransplantation, and others. New applied ethics issues are 

likely to emerge from time to time with the introduction of new technology and practices (Gupta, 2014; 

Gaskell et al., 2010). 

The ancient Greeks like Aristotle and Plato based their ethics on virtue, happiness, and the soul. The 

deontological approaches to ethics describe discharge of duties irrespective of consequences as the 

hallmark of an ethical way of life. On the contrary, utilitarian ethics is a form of consequentialist ethics 

that considers the action that brings the greatest good to the greatest number as ethical (Gupta, 2014). 

The major principles of normative ethics, medical ethics, and ethics of science and technology, include 

beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, human dignity, equality, tolerance, informed consent 

and choice, animal rights and welfare, and environmental compatibility, among a host of others. These 

principles can be important tools for an ethicist to examine particular Plant biotechnology innovations 

(Gupta, 2014). 

Definitions of Plant Biotechnology 

Three different dentitions of biotechnology, as applied to plants, are used, depending on who is involved 

in the debate. At its broadest, plant biotechnology includes all efforts over the past 6000 years to select 

seeds in order to improve yield or quality or to reduce susceptibility to diseases or environmental risks. 

Through traditional selection and breeding, plant scientists have created highly efficient and effective 

plant products that form the basis for the world’s food supply (Kalaitzandonakes, 2003). Traditional 

breeding, however, is limited because it ultimately depends on selecting for traits at the level of the whole 

organism level and attempting natural reproduction, which can occur only within or between close 

species. The fundamental difference between traditional and modern biotechnology is that the new 

technologies allow breeders to work at the molecular level (Straughan, 2000).  

Many date the beginning of modern biotechnology from 1970, when for the rest time DNA, often called 

the ‘‘blueprint of life,’’ was moved between unrelated organisms. A large number of the techniques since 

developed such as maps of the genome and marker-assisted breeding are used by conventional plant 

breeders to selectively enhance their breeding efforts. Transgenic biotechnology, the third and most 
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controversial approach, involves technologies that enable scientists to isolate, multiply, insert, and 

activate genes from unrelated species, thereby changing the molecular makeup of the host organism. This 

last is what is commonly understood by the term genetically modified (GM) as applied to plants. 

Development of Biotechnology 

The development of biotechnology is driven by the ideas bubbling up from scientists, the chosen targets 

of commercial companies  and government regulations, which are influenced by the  viewpoints of 

scientists, industry, concerned special interest groups and the general public. In a modern democracy, this 

regulatory infrastructure should reflect the public's wishes so that biotechnology develops at an optimal  

rate but with socially and ethically acceptable target. Scientists need to communicate with the public, and 

especially regulators and consumer groups, in order to  present the facts and likely developments 

accurately and understandably, since they are best placed to explain the science involved. Otherwise, the 

worth of their work  could be disparaged and acceptable progress inhibited by  unreasonable regulations 

and views. 

Modern biotechnology spawned the industries producing vaccines and antibiotics and now, just starting, 

is the new biotechnology, for example, genetic engineering. The public usually does not appreciate the 

long, safe history of biotechnology in producing goods and the food crops and drinks we consume. Plant 

biotechnology is, and will continue to be, of great benefit for the progress of mankind. Politicians, 

industrialists and scientists all identify the new plant biotechnology, and particularly genetic engineering 

(GE) as a key, new area of technology for the public good and wealth creation [3-6], comparable in 

significance with information technology. GE can provide, among other benefits, more nutritious and 

safer foods, pharmaceuticals, increased agricultural productivity in poor environments, agricultural 

sustainability and help in protecting the environment. As with many new technologies the time-scale for 

reaping the benefits of plant biotechnology, for example, has been underestimated [7-1, but this fact 

should not be allowed to undermine the importance of biotechnology in the immediate future or to affect 

adversely the debate on public perception. 

Is Biotechnology Blasphemous or Unnatural or Disrespectful or Unfair? 

These four facets of concern invoke arguments against the development and use of the new biotechnology 

based on ethical considerations rather than concerns about risk. Recently, the discussion has been 

complicated by assertions that science is anti-religious and undermines man as a transcendental being, 

thereby destroying lives meaning (Greene et al., 2005). 

The religious people believe that God created a perfect, natural order and to manipulate DNA and to cross 

species boundaries, as is done in GE, is to 'play God' and therefore wrong. However, not all religious 

believers have this view of creation; many accept that species have changed in evolution and recognize 

continued interference is reasonable (Boulter, 1995). Others claim that man, in acting out God's purpose, 

should be a steward of nature and as such, should not interfere with nature via GE, whereas others feel 

man is part of nature and in carrying out GE is using gifts given to him by God to adapt to his 

environment. This specific moral concern also applies equally forcibly to traditional animal and plant 

breeding and other human activities which interfere with 'created order'. 

 Some individuals take the view that since biotechnology is artificial it is wrong. The basis for this view is 

that all that is natural is good and all that is unnatural is bad 1"37]. But not everyone sees everything 

natural as good, e.g.  (Nature red in tooth and claw). Furthermore, in nature's world the question of 

individual responsibility does not apply, i.e. it is amoral. 

In any case, the lack of a clear cut definition of or distinction between natural and unnatural activities 

places the unnatural viewpoint of biotechnology on a very unsound base 1-37]. How unnatural is it to cure 

cancer with drugs? Changes to humans by genetic engineering are especially contentious whether these 

are by manipulation of eggs or by adding new traits, especially if they do not aim simply to restore the 

body to 'what nature intended'. Although not part of plant biotechnology, they are mentioned here since 

some claim GE of plants is the thin edge of the wedge. Normal medicine is defined by these protagonists 

as maintenance and restoral of what nature has given, anything in addition to that is unnatural. As, 

undoubtedly, many individuals could benefit from these so-called unnatural activities a balance may have 
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to be struck. Various committees, e.g. the Human Fertilization and Embryo Authority already advise the 

U.K. government and it will be for parliament, after taking advice, to make the balanced judgment as to 

what will be allowed. It is interesting how our view of nature changes. Not so long ago the prevalent view 

was to distance ourselves from nature, which was seen as dirty and germ laden, and it is true that public 

hygiene has contributed more to health care than even medicine, but now the pendulum has swung, at 

least for the opinion formers, in the opposite direction. Naturalness is also often confused with nostalgia 

for a past golden era, but it is very doubtful whether such an era ever existed. The Rousseauism myth that 

man lived as a noble savage in tune with nature before technology destroyed this symbiosis has been 

discredited. Man has always interfered with and drastically altered his natural environment; the difference 

is that nowadays his sheer numbers and power aggravate the consequences. World population will grow 

and if science is to keep public support it is essential that it demonstrates that it can protect the world for 

life and preserve, not damage, life's support systems (Weed and McKeown, 2001).  

Biotechnology is reductionist and sees life as merely a collection of genes and chemicals available for 

manipulation without regard for the 'ends' of others, i.e. invokes the charge of disrespect. However, there 

are difficulties with this viewpoint; for example, are we disrespectful when we kill a mosquito? Does the 

view apply equally to sentient and non-sentient organisms such as plants? Are we disrespectful to the 

grass when we cut it and disregard its end to grow tall? (Marra, 2002). Some compare the biological 

changes to the changes brought about by the physical scientific 'revolutions' to the physical environment. 

Will they, therefore, not lead to an engineered biological world run like a machine with no free will and 

compassion, only efficiency? This latter view rests on a misunderstanding of the role of genes in heredity, 

which only predispose organisms to have complex character traits but which are also strongly dependent 

on environmental influences and the particular genetic background. Related to the above concern is that 

the public often see scientists as arrogant and cut-off, pursuing their own curiosity without regard to other 

values (CAST, 2010).  

This is partly the fault of the scientists themselves who have, in the past, represented scientific 

information as different in kind, true, infallible and untouched by social or moral considerations. It is 

important therefore for scientists not only to present their science in an understandable way, but also to 

counter this earlier view and point out that science advances by aiming to disprove its current the odes 

(Ormandy et al., 2011) and by its nature is the very opposite of infallible. Science is a body of 

probabilities, quantum uncertainties and chaos. Its difference from other intellectual endeavors has been 

exaggerated, and the division is not between science and arts, but between those who do or do not 

recognize that the search for knowledge is central to our humanity.  Science is not qualitatively different 

to arts disciplines, which also seek to be in a form of falsifiable propositions and build on a body of 

previous answers (Boulter, 1995). 

The conventional economic view is that yield-enhancing research (e.g., herbicide-tolerant plants) 

ultimately benefits consumers more than producers because the expansion of supply lowers prices, which 

transfers many of the gains to consumers (Boulter, 1995; Gianessi et al., 2002). Quality-enhancing 

innovations (such as GoldenRiceTM), in contrast, tend to provide greater benefits to farmers because 

prices usually rise due to a tradeoff between yield and quality and because consumers are often willing to 

pay more than before. The extension and widespread private use of intellectual property rights somewhat 

changes the above analysis because the innovator also seeks a share of the value generated by the 

technology. It can be argued theoretically that with private use of intellectual property rights and drastic 

inventions i.e., one that is absolutely superior to and ultimately replaces all existing technologies most of 

the benefits go to consumers or other producers, as discussed above (Boulter, 1995). Thus the innovator 

will need to price the technology lower to get producers to adopt the technology, which producers then 

do, which causes the product output supply to expand and prices in output markets to fall, ultimately 

shifting much of the benefits to consumers. But for nondrastic inventions i.e., where the invention is 

better than most but not absolutely superior to all existing technologies the main beneficiary is the 

inventor or holder of the intellectual property rights. In this circumstance, the owner of the technology 

will price their invention where users are almost indifferent between the existing and new technologies, so 
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that output stays relatively constant and product prices remain steady. As a result, the innovator captures 

most of the benefits (Phillips, 2003). 

While economists accept these conclusions generally, governments and consumers want to see evidence 

of the distribution of benefits and costs. So far, most of the analyses concerning GM crops have been 

partial. The applied studies of yield-enhancing inventions suggest that a significant portion of the benefits 

appear to go to consumers. Most analyses are similar, estimating that consumers gain from 10% to 75% 

of the benefits of new yield gains (Rubio, 2010). The difficulty is that the gains often are in almost 

invisible increments, often amounting to a minor fraction of any purchase. As such, while the overall 

consumer share of the benefits is large, it is usually overlooked or discounted in most advanced industrial 

economies. Of course, this benefits is shared wherever the good is sold and consumed, which means that 

for many of these products, a large share of the benefits is moved to importing countries around the world. 

In developing countries, however, small changes in prices of some important foods (especially proteins 

and edible oils) could have a major impact on quality of life (Boulter, 1995). 

Conclusion  

Biotechnology will deliver important benefits to the individual and its development should be at as fast a 

rate as is compatible with social and ethical concerns. Rightly, the public are becoming more involved in 

setting the related science agenda, but there is therefore an urgent need for an increased public 

understanding of both the science itself and the issues, including the cultural bases of so-called subjective 

irrationality, which generally in the past, has been in dynamic equilibrium with rationality. Scientists, 

sociologists, professional bodies, industry and the Government all have important roles to play in this 

education process. 
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